Memories of Peking 1992-01 in five stories with a continuing cast of characters and many of the qualities of a novel. Memories of Peking south side stories portrays Peking of the 1930s as seen through the eyes of a little girl. These stories differ greatly from many other books on life in China whether about past times or the present day in that they neither dwell on politics nor try to propound beliefs of any kind. The stories are simple, direct, and personal. The reader experiences life in Peking through the eyes and innocent mind of the child. The author is well known for her perception and humor. She handles with great sensitivity and lyricism the sense of loss and bewilderment that arouses the child's awareness of the uncertainties of human relationships even of life itself and which finally catapults her away from childhood joys into the sorrows of the adult world.

Memories of Peking 1900. In 1900, a violent rebellion swept northern China. The Boxer Rebellion. The Boxers were a secret society who sought to rid their country of the pernicious influence of the foreign powers who had gradually acquired a stranglehold on China with the connivance of the imperial court. They laid siege to the legation quarter of Peking. Trapped inside were an assortment of diplomats, civilians, and a small number of troops. They were all Sir Claude MacDonald, the British minister in Peking. He had to defend against thousands of hostile Boxers and imperial troops. It would now be a race against time. Could the rag tag defenders hold out long enough for the gathering relief force to reach them? This book describes the desperate series of events as the multinational force rushed to their rescue.

Description of Peking 1898. Describes the formation of the Peking Opera in late Qing and its subsequent rise and re-creation as the epitome of Chinese national culture in republican era China. This book looks into the lives of some of the opera's key actors and explores their methods for earning a living and their status in an ever-changing society.

Annals & Memoirs of the Court of Peking 1914. This book provides an addition to the small but growing body of literature on the practices of photography in China using a collection of surviving nineteenth-century photographs of Beijing held in the collection of the Oriental Museum University of Durham. The author explores both the cityscape as it was recorded by two Scottish.
photographers and the interplay of personality and professional identities within the foreign legation quarter during a thirty five year period three people are central to the book the professional photographer john thomson the amateur photographer and missionary doctor john dudgeon and stephen bushell physician to the british legation pioneer historian of chinese art and original owner of the collection of the photographs they provide the context and practice and provenance for the photographs and offer insight into the life of the small contingent of westerners who resided within the walls of china s capital here for the first time the former revealed as an important contributor to the development of photography in china the latter a major influence on the formation and interpretation of a number of important collections of a chinese art in britain and america this book will be of interest to historians of photography art architecture and china during the late nineteenth century this erudite study is of interest not only to art historians but also to historians of china and of comparative colonialisms

Memories of Peking 2002 the great city of beijing capital of china from the ninth century and given its form for five hundred years by the ming dynasty was for a millennium one of the most extraordinary places on earth at a time when london paris or rome had only several hundred thousand residents beijing held over a million this book tells the history of this great city and through it provides a highly engaging summary history of china in the summer of 1997 president jiang zemin made a decision to destroy the old city there was no announcement no explanation given nor any attempt made to justify his decision even those working as architects only became aware of what was happening when it was already too late expertly moving between historical analysis and reportage jasper becker describes the impact of this systematic destruction a unique telling of the history of beijing that encapsulates both the grandeur of its creation and the tragedy of its current transformation

Peking 1900 2013-03-20 the dust has cleared from the 1911 revolution and the capital of china has moved south to nanking peking s diplomatic set now all but irrelevant languish in an exotic world suspended somewhere between east and west between propriety and decadence against this backdrop jean maugrais finds himself the target of two married women s affections but he longs for something more than the endless frivolities of the smart set and yearns to be more than a silhouette an outsider skimming on the surface of a great civilization he doesn t fully understand p 4 of cover

The Human Cobweb 1910 many of the marks attached to the phonetic rendering of the chinese words in this volume differ from those assigned to them in the dictionaries these apparent discrepencies are intentional the tones being given as they are applied or appear to the ear of the compiler to be applied by the natives of peking

Drama Kings 2007-01-14 the central character in susan naquin s extraordinary new book is the city of peking during the ming and qing periods using the city s temples as her point of entry naquin carefully excavates peking s varied public arenas the city s transformation over five centuries its human engagements and its rich cultural imprint this study shows how modern beijing s glittering image as china s great and ancient capital came into being and reveals the shifting identities of a much more complex past one whose rich social and cultural history naquin splendidly evokes temples by providing a place where diverse groups could gather without the imprimatur of family or state made possible a surprising assortment of community building and identity defining activities by revealing how religious establishments of all kinds were used for fairs markets charity tourism politics and leisured sociability naquin shows their decisive impact on peking and at the same time illuminates their little appreciated role in chinese cities generally lacking most of the conventional sources for urban
history she has relied particularly on a trove of commemorative inscriptions that express ideas about the relationship between human beings and gods about community service and public responsibility about remembering and being remembered the result is a book that will be essential reading in the field of chinese studies for years to come

Photographs of Peking. China 1861-1908 2005 in 1900 a violent rebellion swept northern china the boxer rebellion the boxers were a secret society who sought to rid their country of the pernicious influence of the foreign powers who had gradually acquired a stranglehold on china with the connivance of the imperial court they laid siege to the legation quarter of peking trapped inside were an assortment of diplomats civilians and a small number of troops they were all sir claude macdonald the british minister in peking had to defend against thousands of hostile boxers and imperial troops it would now be a race against time could the rag tag defenders hold out long enough for the gathering relief force to reach them this book describes the desperate series of events as the multinational force rushed to their rescue

The Imperial Palaces of Peking 1926 the commission on extraterritoriality in china composed of representatives of the united states of america belgium the british empire china france denmark italy japan the netherlands norway portugal spain and sweden was established in accordance with resolution v and additional resolutions adopted by the washington conference on the limitation of armament on december 10 1921 it met in the city of peking on january 12 1926 and began immediately its inquiry into the present practice of extraterritorial jurisdiction in china and into the laws judicial system and methods of judicial administration of china

Description of Peking 1899 this book is about peking mandarin the dialect of peking which despite its official status as the spoken foundation of the national language of china remains largely unexplored to date based on a large collection of spoken data from native speakers of peking mandarin it comments on the ways peking natives use to refer to time focusing mainly on phenomena which are underrepresented in the linguistic literature the description concentrates on aspectual particles usages that are newly attested in the data are compared to existing accounts of mandarin raising issues of polysemy and homonymy for each of these particles both synchronic and diachronic aspects are examined it is demonstrated that some forms that have been considered extinct in mandarin are alive and kicking in the language of peking

City of Heavenly Tranquility 2008-06-05 once a forlorn village fifty kilometers south of beijing zhoukoudian formerly choukoutien is today a virtual shrine to archaeology a bustling community with its own highway extension a major exhibit hall which attracts hundreds of thousands of tourists annually and one of the world s most famous fossil sites still active today this site in seven decades has contributed immeasurably to our knowledge of prehistoric life it boasts one of the richest fossil deposits found anywhere ranging from the early pliocene to the late pleistocene a span of three million years it has provided some of the earliest evidence of fire usage ever uncovered and most important it is the home of peking man whose discovery ranks as one of the great events in modern archaeology now in the story of peking man one of china s foremost archaeologists jia lanpo offers a profusely illustrated history of zhoukoudian tracing its earliest discoveries and greatest moments recounting the tragic events of world war ii japanese soldiers murdered three archaeologists and the peking man fossils vanished under mysterious circumstances and evaluating its overall importance lanpo spent over half a century at zhoukoudian and he provides many fascinating first hand accounts of scientists at work including such figures as davidson black pierre teilhard de chardin yang zhongjian pei wenzhong and of course lanpo himself he describes how the
abundance of dragon bones fossils sold in herbal medicine shops in zhoukoudian first attracted johan gunnar andersson who began excavations there in 1918 the first major discovery a human skullcap found by pei wenzhong while digging by candlelight in a tiny cave and jia lanpo s own discovery of a beautifully preserved skullcap in 1936 he vividly conveys the great excitement of an important find as well as the pressure to make major discoveries as funding runs low and he reviews many of the theories and controversies surrounding peking man were they cannibals did they use bones as tools did humanity originate in asia or africa based on numerous unpublished sources including field reports personal letters and photographs and lanpo s own remembrances the story of peking man provides an inside look at a major archaeological site one that will fascinate anyone interested in the origins of humanity

Silhouettes of Peking 2010 excerpt from the recent changes at peking and recollections of peking on the altar are eight bronze urns the urns are arranged in four pairs placed north and south the two outer pairs approach the back of the altar the inner pairs approach the middle of the altar in front there are no urns the tablet inscribed with the name of the goddess of silk worms is brought out of the palace on the day of the sacrifice in spring and placed on the altar between the inner pair of urns on the north the empress kneels to the tablet in the centre of the altar the empress had eighteen soochow men to teach and practice the art of weaving silk and to produce textile productions for the empress under her own eye such as are made at soochow the men were paid their wages by the neiwufu the imperial household department the weavers were all killed at the capture of peking presumably by the french who occupied the entire lake shore on the north side but it is possible that the boxers killed them about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks.com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works

Revival: An English-Chinese Dictionary of Peking Colloquial (1945) 2018-03-29 beijing university 1986 the communists were in power but the harvard of china was a hotbed of intellectual and cultural activity with political debates and english corners where students eagerly practiced the language among themselves nineteen year old wei had known the oppressive days of the cultural revolution having grown up with her parents in a work camp in a remote region of china now as a student she was allowed to immerse herself in study and spend her free hours writing poetry that bastion of bourgeois intellectualism beside the lake with no name at the center of campus it was there that wei met dong yi although wei s love was first subsumed by the deep friendship that developed between them it smoldered into a passionate longing ties to other lovers from their pasts stood always between them as the years passed and wei moved through her studies from undergraduate to graduate yet her relationship with dong yi continued to deepen as each season gave way to the next amid the would be lovers private drama the winds in china were changing and the specter of government repression loomed once again by the spring of 1989 everything had changed student demands for freedom and transparency met with ominous official warnings of the repercussions they would face the tide of student action for democracy led by young men and women around the university including dong yi inexorably pushed the rigid wall of opposition culminating in the international trauma at tiananmen square on june 4 1989 tanks rolled into the square and blood flowed on
the ancient city streets it was a day that would see the end of lives dreams and a tortuous romance between two idealistic spirits lake with no name is diane wei liang s remembrance of this time of her own role in the democratic movement and of the friends and lovers who stood beside her and made history on that terrible day

Peking 2001-01-15 brill research perspectives in biblical interpretation rpbi the growth of scholarly literature continues to accelerate at an exponential rate staying current on a variety of subjects is becoming increasingly difficult rpbi brings a substantial range of contemporary methodological conversations about biblical literature to a wide readership the main goal of each book is to address a particular contemporary question and or problem of interpretive importance as it intersects with biblical scholarship raising the issues and suggesting further directions race class gender nationality sexuality geography and ecology are examples of lenses that the authors incorporate into these discussions these books are perfect for keeping abreast of conversations in the field updating college and graduate level courses with cutting edge biblical scholarship and exploring new and alternative approaches to long standing questions in the field

Glimpses of Peking 1957 this is a reproduction of a book published before 1923 this book may have occasional imperfections such as missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc that were either part of the original artifact or were introduced by the scanning process we believe this work is culturally important and despite the imperfections have elected to bring it back into print as part of our continuing commitment to the preservation of printed works worldwide we appreciate your understanding of the imperfections in the preservation process and hope you enjoy this valuable book the below data was compiled from various identification fields in the bibliographic record of this title this data is provided as an additional tool in helping to ensure edition identification annals memoirs of the court of peking from the 16th to the 20th century 2 sir edmund backhouse john otway percy bland w heinemann 1914 history asia china china china history china kings and rulers history asia china

Modern Peking 1963 this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you will see the original copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

An English-Chinese Dictionary of Peking Colloquial 1945 peking dust is 19th and 20th century chinese history text that deals with the time leading up to and including the first world war world war one it contains this passage two classes of books are written about china by two classes of people there are books written by people who have spent the night in china as it were superficial and amusing full of the tinkling of temple bells and there are other books written by people who have spent years in china and who know it well ponderous books full of absolute information heavy and unreadable books of the first class get one nowhere they are delightful and entertaining but one feels their irresponsible authorship books of the second class get one nowhere for one
cannot read them they are too didactic and dull the only people who might read them do not read them for they also are possessed of deep fundamental knowledge of china and their views agree in no slightest particular with the views set forth by the learned scholars and theorists this book falls into neither of these two classes except perhaps in the irresponsibility of its author it is compounded of gossip the flying gossip or dust of peking take it lightly blow off such dust as may happen to stick to you for authentic information turn to the heavy volumes written by the acknowledged students of international politics ellen n la motte

Peking 1900 2013-03-20 peking the heart of the ancient empire of china was on its back in the year 1900 occupied by the foreign powers in the aftermath of the boxer rebellion and at the mercy of looters and exploiters pierre loti one of the most famous french writers of the age spent nearly a year there with the french expeditionary force and left in this book the last days of peking an extraordinary account of the city at its moment of crisis the writing reflects china and its culture and the conflicting attitudes of westerners towards the country a weird mixture of sinophilia and sinophobia

Report of the Commission on Extraterritoriality in China, Peking, September 16, 1926 1926 hired to track down a priceless artifact that was looted from the museum of beijing during the cultural revolution detective mei wang uncovers ignominious secrets from her nation’s history and her family’s past while hunting for the item on the black market reprint 35 000 first printing

In Search of Time in Peking Mandarin 2003 a proper appreciation of peking is not i believe in the power of a westerner to give certainly not of one single person since it pre supposes a thorough knowledge of china’s past and infinite sympathy with chinese character and religions an intimate familiarity with the proverbs and household phrases of the poor the songs of the streets the speech of the workshop no less than the mentality of the literati and the motives of the rulers preface

A Description of the Plan of Peking, the Capital of China 2010-10-04 originally published in 1972 this is a detailed examination of the policy of the people’s republic of china towards the overseas chinese those people of chinese origin living outside china mostly in south east asia the overseas chinese have often been regarded as a kind of fifth column used by the chinese communist party to stir up revolution in their home countries dr fitzgerald convincingly demonstrates the falseness of this view and traces the development of the ccp from 1949 through to the cultural revolution he has succeeded in producing a valuable new and carefully researched study of chinese policy which contains many new insights and much new material of interest to those dealing with modern chinese politics

The Story of Peking Man 1990 textbook on foreign policy aspects of role of china development aid covers foreign aid to socialist countries and to non communist nations in asia and the middle east to africa and latin america includes an evaluation of such aid and predicts future trends bibliography pp 185 to 189 references and statistical tables
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